Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
(VDI) Solution
Solutions made with the U.S. Air Force
Air Mobility Command in Mind.

Developed for the unique requirements of the U.S. Air

Force, and specifically Air Mobility Command (AMC), ID

Technologies offers an Enterprise VDI solution designed

to address multiple Air Force initiatives. In addition to
enabling server consolidation, ensuring ease of

management, and delivering footprint reduction, this

VDI solution also optimizes time-to-value and minimizes
hassle. Trusted by AMC and AETC, this solution delivers
the ease of management your agency needs, within

budget and at the right pace, to ensure you can stay
focused on your mission.

What makes this solution
different from other VDI
solutions?

We are a trusted partner to both industry leaders
and the latest technologies, allowing access to
a depth and breadth of products and solutions
other contract holders can’t provide
In conjunction with DellEMC and Applied Insights,
ID Technologies developed this solution
specifically for the Air Force, with a deep
understanding of its mission, requirements, and
challenges
Allows for customization, build-to-suit and
scalability
The solution utilizes “building blocks” which can
be combined to address each agencies unique
requirements
It is a proven, scalable, world-class Enterprise VDI
solution

Why chose to work with
ID Technologies?
We deliver solutions others can’t by
bringing together the optimal mix of
products from technology’s proven
leaders to its niche innovators
Our partnerships enable us to bring
the best products and solutions to our
customers
With our expansive portfolio of
contracts, we streamline the
process and minimize time-to-value
Our strong relationships translate into
proven capabilities that will
outperform the market at a lower cost
to meet AF requirement and budget
We operate with integrity and are
committed to giving customers what
they need

idtec.com

Accelerating
Simplicity
At ID Technologies we have
a clear mission – to make
it simpler for our customers
to buy and use IT that’s fit
for their purpose. We don’t
say that IT projects are ever
easy – IT is hard to do well,
the stakes are often high
and technology is evolving
rapidly. But there is much
we can do to ease our
customers’ experience and
minimize time-to-value. We
call our process
“Accelerating Simplicity.

Our Guiding
Principles
Differentiation

We work with proven
capabilities we know
will outperform the market
and at lower cost.

Time-to-Value

We make the value of IT
spend more quickly
accessible to the customer.

Customer Relevance

We work only with partners
whose products
and approach align with the
unique contexts
and goals of our customers.

Contact us today to
discuss our
mission-focused
solutions to your industry
challenges.

sales@idtec.com

OUR CAPABILITIES

The Cloud

Moving to and working effectively in the cloud is challenging for so
many reasons. It’s as much about process change as technical
implementation. We combine process with technology to ensure
our customers can take proper advantage of the flexibility that the
cloud offers.

Data Management & Storage

Data growth and use cases are changing at a phenomenal rate. In
this environment, determining and managing the critical data can
be daunting. We work to create highly efficient ways for our
customers to manage exponential data growth and focus on
what’s relevant to them.

The Internet of Things

Tremendous amounts of machine and sensor generated data
offer both great opportunities and major challenges. ID
Technologies helps customers optimize their data while navigating
the challenges with technologies that streamline process, enhance
understanding and strengthen security.

Mobility

ID Technologies blends both software and hardware partner
solutions in solving the most complex mobile challenges. Our
approach combines market leading technology partners, coupled
with ID Technologies service delivery methodologies, to manage
and secure complex data environments where mobility is key.

Security

The emergence of the cloud, IoT and mobility has just made
networks that much harder to define and secure. At ID
Technologies, we help customers navigate through this complex
landscape to identify and implement the right compliant solutions
for their unique working environments.

